Possible relationship between the restricted biological function of rat T kininogen (thiostatin) and its behaviour as an acute phase reactant.
Studies on biological properties of rat T kininogen have shown that the role of this peculiar kininogen so far specific to the rat probably differs significantly from that of other low molecular mass kininogens. In particular the kinin precursor function has been either lost or considerably reduced as a result of structural modifications during evolution. The calpain inhibiting function demonstrated for other low and high molecular mass kininogens has also probably disappeared from T kininogen, and since T genes do not allow the synthesis of high molecular mass kininogens [Kitagawa et al. (1987) J. Biol. Chem. 262, 2190-2198], the procoagulant function devoted to the light chain of high molecular mass kininogen has also been lost by T genes products. The only remaining function of rat T kininogen would be therefore that of a lysosomal cysteine proteinase inhibitor which is expressed either by the native molecule or by proteolytic products which appear to be more easily released than vasoactive peptides. Such a specialization for a given function could be related to the behaviour of T kininogen as an acute phase reactant, the dramatic changes in concentration of which could at the same time serve certain functions and be damageable for others.